
Applied geophysics is a set of techniques  
allowing us to investigate the unseen subsur-
face of the Earth without physically uncovering 
it. It is virtually the only way of studying what 
lies beyond the range of our eyes apart from 
expensive and invasive drilling or destructive 
excavations.

Geophysics exploits the fact that Earth is com-
prised of a large variety of geological materials 
(many different rocks, minerals, and/or fluids/
ground water) that differ in their physical prop-
erties, such as density, as well as magnetic, 
electrical and elastic properties. Consequently, 
the buried rocks have a characteristic influence 
on associated physical phenomena that prop-
agate over long distances, even to the surface 
of the Earth, where they can be observed 
with suitable geophysical sensors. The list of 
exploited interactions includes Earth’s gravi-
tational or magnetic field and other naturally 
occurring or man-made electromagnetic or 
seismic wave phenomena.

Geophysicists record and analyse the physi-
cal fields to reconstruct the composition and 
structure of the Earth below in three dimen-
sions, shedding light on the geological history 
and the architecture of the deep and shallow 
crust of the Earth, hidden fractures, mineral 
resources, groundwater aquifers and even 
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What is geophysics?

GTK geophysicists on a seismic survey,  
placing a small explosive charge in a hole 
to excite elastic waves.

geothermal heat reservoirs. Geophysicists 
track contaminant transport in soil, damage 
and fractures in man-made structures such 
as dams, dikes, or underground mines, detect 
buried unexploded ordinance from past wars, 
and map archaeological sites without or prior to 
excavation. 
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Uses and challenges  
for geophysics at GTK
GTK actively develops and applies geophysics 
to many of these fields.

According to GTK’s new strategy, special focus 
will be placed on the exploration of battery 
minerals and other critical minerals. New 
significant mineral discoveries tend to occur at 
continuously increasing burial depths, whereas 
shallow discoveries of the larger size tiers be-
come less frequent, indicating that ever fewer 
easy deposits remain to be detected. In Finland, 
also owing to the excellent near-surface-fo-
cused geological and geophysical databases 
collected by GTK mainly during the second half 
of the twentieth century, exploration has been 
very successful in finding near-surface min-
eral deposits. Deep deposits have been found 
nearly exclusively in places with prior or ongo-
ing mining activity by following known shallow 
deposits downwards. Australia and Canada 
are the currently growing mining provinces of 
the world, and have increasingly shifted to-
wards deep exploration and mining. To main-
tain the Finnish mining industry and ensure its 
growth in the future, GTK is striving to improve 
the capabilities for deep and very deep min-
eral exploration in Finland, thus allowing the 
mineral potential assessment of so far almost 
completely unexplored rock volumes and to 
illuminate the deep and large-scale geological 
context of localized mineral occurrences for 
improved understanding of the crustal-scale 
mineral systems within the Finnish crust. 

However, deep exploration also has other 
applications. The large-scale study of the crust 
of Fennoscandia is in itself an exceedingly 
important endeavour, with many of its histor-
ical and architectural features still unresolved. 
Apart from general scientific interest and 
understanding of the crustal mineralization 
history, it also has bearings on the deep and 
shallow geoenergy potential of the country, 

which is another area central to GTK’s research 
and strategy. Like mineral occurrences, deep 
heat sources or heat transporting fluid path-
ways follow deep structural features such as 
shear and fracture zones.

While geophysics is the only way to easily 
collect information about the deep Earth, it is 
also presented with growing obstacles as the 
depth of interest increases. As only very large 
wavelengths and very strong signals pene-
trate deeply, the scale of resolvable targets 
grows as the burial depth increases. Target 
signatures, when observed at the surface, can 
become drowned in ambient noise, such as 
that caused by human activity. At the same 
time, the logistical and machinery require-
ments involved in data acquisition become 
heavier and heavier. 

Apart from these deep studies, there are 
numerous applications of geophysics tar-
geting much shallower structures, such as 

A long term plan  
for continuous  

development and  
improvement of data 
handling, modelling 
and inversion, and 
data integration  

methodology has  
been put into action.
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groundwater and environmental, as well as 
urban and engineering geophysics investi-
gations. The development of these is also 
part of GTK’s strategic goals. GTK relies on 
geophysics in the search for water or contam-
inants in the bedrock. We locate the potential 
pathways for such fluids and estimate hy-
drological bedrock parameters. We study the 
bedrock’s suitability for different types of land 
use, assess its stability by locating fractures 
and faults that might be hazardous to con-
struction, and we map the stratigraphy and 
thickness of the soil overburden. In these con-
texts, geophysics is used to quickly gain an 
overview of areas of interest. As a cost- and 

time-efficient reconnaissance tool, it often 
precedes larger-effort drilling and sampling, 
pinpointing locations to drill and reducing the 
amount of drilling needed. Geophysics also 
allows existing localized geo-information from 
outcrops or drillings to be extrapolated across 
the 3D subsurface. 

While in near-surface geophysics it is not 
necessary to achieve a particularly deep 
imaging capability, the structures of interest 
are much smaller, sometimes at the metre or 
centimetre scale. Also, while a certain amount 
of risk of failure is inherent in mineral explo-
ration, this is usually not acceptable when it 

A gravimetric model of the Särkisuo gabbro (grey surface), together with petrophysical con-
straints from drill holes (density logs, green and brown denotes mafic-ultramafic rocks, blue is 
mica gneiss) and surface gravity data (right, top image: observations, right bottom: model fit) 
that the model is based upon. The combination of surface and drill hole data allowed the gabbro 
unit to be constrained down to approx. 300 m, far below the drilling depth (Leväniemi, 2016).
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comes to infrastructure and building safety. 
The challenges pertaining to near-surface 
geophysics are therefore in achieving the high-
est possible resolution and in accurate quan-
tification of the uncertainty of the results. Any 
improvement on these fronts will extend the 
range of problems that can be addressed with 
geophysics, so that expensive invasive tech-
niques can be focused elsewhere. 

The way forward
Successfully addressing challenges related  
to deep exploration involves a multi-front  
approach: 
Conventional geophysical surveying involves 
the collection of single data types (e.g., seis-
mics, potential fields or electromagnetics), yet 
each of these incurs its own types of informa-
tion loss at depth. For example, high-resolution 
waves (seismics or electromagnetic waves 
with a short wavelength) do not penetrate as 
far into the ground as low-resolution waves 
(long wavelength). Moreover, they interact with 
a larger number of structures when travel-

ling deeper into the earth. In this way, they 
generate a mixture of many signatures that 
becomes more difficult or even impossible to 
separate. Multi-method surveys are surveys in 
which several geophysical techniques are em-
ployed. As each of them is sensitive to different 
properties of the same rocks, we can multiply 
the information gained from each technique, 
balancing their individual weaknesses and 
strengths. If the surveys are carefully targeted 
and supplied with reliable background infor-
mation, such as representative laboratory- 
derived models of the multiple rock physical 
properties or geological data and expertise, 
systematic extraction of the increased informa-
tion content through the elimination of hypoth-
eses that contradict the data becomes possi-
ble. In this way, the limits of depth resolution 
can be pushed to unprecedented levels.

The principles of the outlined approach can be 
applied with little modification to equally target 
our improved resolution goals for near-surface 
geophysical applications. This is because in 

Imaging of conductive black shales in the Outokumpu area down to >2 km (bottom image) based 
on deeply penetrating electromagnetic measurements (audio-magnetotellurics, measurement 
sites indicated as triangles) and shallow-penetrating airborne electromagnetic data (top image), 
in comparison with the geological model of the area (bottom image background). A so-called 
sharp-boundary inversion was used (Lahti et al., 2019).
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reality, the limitations in both deep and shallow 
geophysics are in a way equivalent: The signals 
are designed such that in principle they are able 
to reach the rock formations of interest, but to 
obtain high quality reliable subsurface images, 
they should be constrained with data from mul-
tiple perspectives. Well-executed multi-method 
data acquisition diversifies the information con-
tent in the data. Systematic application of the 
best existing techniques and the development 
of novel data integration concepts allows us to 
decipher the measurements. Applied with suit-
able near-surface geophysical techniques, this 
approach is also the way to go in near-surface 
geophysics. Additionally, systematic methods to 
obtain reliable high-quality images are founda-
tional for developing much-needed uncertainty 
assessment techniques.
 
For the realization of this approach, all aspects 
of geophysical work, from survey planning  
and execution to data processing, modelling 
and inversion, and interpretation, must be 
sharpened and linked. To this end, the capacity 
in terms of field and theoretical expertise  
as well as the hardware required for key 
measurement methods, particularly seismics

and electromagnetics, is being developed at 
GTK and within academic and industry part-
nerships. A long-term plan for continuous de-
velopment and improvement of data handling, 
modelling and inversion, and data integration 
methodology has been put into action, allow-
ing us to steer towards an increasingly holistic 
approach, where we can combine many geo-
physical data types and progressively include 
geological and geochemical data and expertise.

We will design and execute high-level research 
projects with a focus on geophysics to drive 
these plans, and orient our hiring policy to-
wards maintaining and increasing scientific 
excellence and key competence in the identi-
fied areas. 

The fundamental strengths that will help GTK 
in achieving such ambitious goals are our wide 

 Audiomagnetotellurics in the Peräpohja belt during 
the mosquito season.  Operation of seismic instru-
ments in the Vehmersalmi.
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range of experienced geophysicists, dominat-
ing almost all relevant techniques, the capacity 
of our geophysical field crews to efficiently ac-
quire data, even in complicated non-standard 
surveys, the supply of new petrophysical and 
geochemical data through our labs, the vast 
existing GTK geodatabases and the enormous 
geological in-house expertise to be leveraged. 

The outcome will be that GTK will become a 
catalyst for cutting-edge geophysics in Finland 
and a highly respected actor in the internation-
al geophysical sciences community. Together 
with our partners, our developments will lead 
to near-surface and deep exploration geophys-
ics services of a superior quality and scale to 
offer to our clients. 

We are open to new collaboration and invite 
interested academic and industry actors to  
discuss future opportunities with us. 
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